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The Workers Defense Project:

Organizing for Justice

by Phillip Morales

D

riving over the awe-inspiring Margaret Hunt Hill Bridge

of blood and sweat went into the building of those structures.
millions of dollars are not distributed correctly into the hands that

in the workplace have a place to go – a place that not only helps
but empowers.

headquartered on W. 10th
and volunteers of Casa Marianella

provides resources to those who have
such as unpaid wages or treatment for
the employer.

Juan

Cardoza-Oquendo,

Workplace

of their wages. They are not paid at all or paid below the minimum

immigrants and a life-long advocate for

in the state of Texas make wages that place them below the federal
poverty line.
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In the state of Texas, employers are
not required by law to provide workers

are their hospital bills compensated.

and according to Juan, cases of workers

industry we were able to encounter a
lot of the lies general contractors and

being compensated for treatment for

They have a

unfortunately,” says Juan.

huge swath of the

a report with the University of Texas in
is in tens of thousands of dollars of debt

construction market
work here in Texas.

insurance,” says Juan.
sites, surveying hundreds
of workers and gathering

If they change the
way they do things

and

residency

status.

human rights advocate and

the implications are
industry wide
developers say about the industry. They
say “yeah people are paid a decent wage”
or “yeah we take care of our workers when

workers.
“ M a n y o f t h e
workers I administered

have medical treatment, and they are not
with me but it was only
because they were not
aware of their rights as
Research collected during
this study was crucial
in the development of

This

unfortunately

also

turn to when they need help. Workers, who
eventually become members, are invited to
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worker,” Juan explains. “When the Texas
Workforce Commission gets a wage claim,
general assemblies, lawyers, professionals,
community leaders and advocates volunteer

computer classes, leadership classes and
public policy classes where members
explore law and concepts ranging from how
to pass a bill in the capital to the history of
racism in the U.S. All these courses, Juan

process of reclaiming lost wages. This process
can include calling the employer directly over

members so that they grow as individuals
and one day become organizers themselves.
workers are.”

a wage claim form with the Texas Workforce
that we are in the business of organizing,”

Something that
distinguishes the
Workers Defense
Project is that we
are in the business

like these who come to

of assistance within the

employment
&
legal
services and policy change.

of organizing
case, falls in with the
legal services program. In
can take anywhere from a few months to
several years.

with resources that will

“There was a 33 million dollar, publicly

doing organizing.”
in turn, they become empowered and lead
their own charge.
he explains that if someone comes to the

says to give an example of how long the

“We want our members to be out in front
- talking to the press, speaking to policy
the individual to tell their story through

favor of the contractor despite the fact that
says Juan.
“When the department of labor has

empowers its members to not only know
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and development companies in Texas and
they believe they now have enough public
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through organization – by giving power
back to the people.

is where their policy change program
comes in.
To ensure that their members do not

to city councils and to the state capital in

Texas and on any given day has thousands of
workers working for them.
They have a huge swath of
work here in Texas. If they
change the way they do
industry wide,” say Juan.

that some of the most
important and worthwhile
hopes to make are
happening within their
community – in the
hearts and minds of their

legislators. Their aim is to raise standards

weekly and why she encourages others to
do the same.

to be involved in the community and I
its members once. It encourages them
to keep coming back every week and to
be involved.”
corporate campaign - instead of asking

training on their own,” explains Juan. The

upon them. Through education and by
awakening a call to activism within their

about us helping them get their wages.
No, we want them to say ‘I fought this
with my compañeros and compañeras
about vamos a hacer esto juntos
this together.”

can help, visit www.workersdefense.org,
send an email to info@workersdefense.org
or call 972-479-5080.

"This is the city
we’re living in
and we need
to be aware of
what’s happening.
Its important
for young
professionals to
be involved in the
community"
Make sure to pick up the next issue
of Mercado Bilingüe for part two of
our two-part feature on the Workers
Defense Project.

